PEO Overview
A Professional Employer Organization (PEO) is an organization that provides management tasks such
as HR and Payroll processing for other companies that might not have the time, expertise or resources
to perform these tasks themselves.
The PEO provides their management services by hiring their clients’ employees, thus becoming the
employer of record for tax and insurance purposes under its own employer identification numbers. The
client company continues to direct the employees’ day-to-day activities. This relationship is often called
“co-employment.” By outsourcing their employees to a PEO a client can often take advantage of lower
Insurance and Worker's Comp rates and possibly inclusion in a 401k plan by being pooled with the
employees from other clients of this PEO to form a larger purchasing group.
With the PEO scenario multiple clients will be deﬁned within one CYMA payroll company. Once the
billing rules and rates are established for each client, employees are then linked to their day-to-day
employer via a Client ID. When processing and printing checks the PEO has the option of doing so for
all clients, a range or a single client. Likewise when billing, the PEO can create AR invoices for all
clients, a range or a single client.
Setup:
System Manager:
System Registration - Register the software to allow the use of Client setup and billing.
Maintain Company - Select Professional Employer Organization in the Processing Category list.
General Ledger:
Maintain - Chart of Accounts - establish a chart of accounts. *See General Ledger – Maintain
Chart of Account in F1 help for more information.
Accounts Receivable:
Maintain - Product IDs
Payroll:
Maintain - Billing Configuration - establish a primary billing configuration.
Maintain - Clients - setup clients. Clients’ configuration can be copied to new clients for ease in
setup.
Maintain - Configuration - Frequencies - establish Client specific frequencies.
Maintain - Employees - setup and associate employees to a specific Client.
Process:
Payroll:
Enter - Quick Payroll - enter time and payroll amounts for employees.
Process - Steamlined Payroll - process employee pay checks.
Process - Billing - create billing and push information to Accounts Receivable.
Accounts Receivable:
Process - Generate/Print Invoices - print or e-mail invoices to Clients.
Process - Post Invoices to AR - create payment file. Use of the EFT process should ensure money
is deposited in your account prior to delivery of payroll checks and/or paying employees electronically.

Professional Employer Organization Tutorial
In this tutorial we will concentrate on the setup of one client.
NOTE: Please refer to the F1 online help for individual field descriptions on any dialog.
System Registration
The first step is to acquire the proper module registration keys from your dealer or CYMA. These keys
will be based on the total number of active employees and total clients. Replacement keys can be
acquired if your client or active employee counts are approaching the registration key ceilings.
Maintain Company
When setting up a new company make sure to select “Professional Employer Organization” in the
Processing Category drop down.
Note: If some clients fall under an Administrative Services Organization (ASO) model, the setup and
billing is similar but requires the setup of a Client and Parent company. ASO employees are solely
under the control of the client company. The ASO still prepares and submits tax and insurance filings
but under the client’s employer identification numbers. Specific setup and billing will be discussed in a
different tutorial.
Selecting the PEO option will enable the following payroll dialogs and fields:
• Maintain Billing Configuration
• Maintain Clients
• Maintain Client Groups
• Process Billing
• Client ID on Maintain Employees
Maintain - Billing Configuration
The setup of this dialog is optional. However, if a majority of the clients have a similar billing method,
the setup of this configuration dialog can make the setting up of new clients much easier and more
accurate. This configuration will be used when adding new clients. If the billing changes, this dialog
can be used to update existing client billing configuration.
Since the Billing and Features tabs on the Maintain Billing Configuration and Maintain Clients dialogs
are virtually identical we will discuss the setup for a PEO on the Maintain Clients dialog, knowing that
any values setup in the Billing Configuration will default when adding clients.
Maintain - Clients
This dialog is used to add individual clients within the one CYMA payroll company. Billing and Feature
values on the Maintain Billing Configuration dialog will default when adding clients. The defaulted
values can be modified on a client-by-client basis.
Client tab
The Client tab is used to enter the basic information about this client including a unique Client
ID, an optional Group ID, address and phone numbers and State specific IDs and Rates. If
SUTA rates are entered in this grid, those rates will be used when calculating pay checks for
employees matching the state and client. If this client uses the same rate setup in Maintain
Configuration - State Information, then a rate should not be entered here.
If the Sync Customer with Client Changes box is checked, any changes to the following are
updated on the Customer record in AR: Name, Address, City, State, Zip, Country, Email/Primary

Email, and the phone grid. In addition, the address for the Ship To that is marked at the Default
Client Billing Location is updated.

Billing tab
The Billing tab links the client to a customer in AR. During the billing process, an invoice will be
created in the AR module under the selected Customer ID. The AR module is used to track the
invoice, payments and aging for the customer. Multiple clients can be setup but bill to the same
AR Customer. During setup of a new client, a Customer with a Customer ID that matches the
Client ID will default and if the Customer doesn't exist, it will be created. If a different Customer
ID is needed, change the value prior to save.
Billing information is also defined here. Options include:


Summary Billing - a billing method that creates one line per employee for all items not
billed in detail.



Markup/Fee % - this percentage is applied to the summary line and defaults to all detail
lines.



Flat Fee Per Employee - this allows for the calculation of a rate to be added multiplied
by the number of employees being processed. A fee schedule can be setup to charge
different rates based on the number of employees.



Miscellaneous Charges - this option allow for charges to be added to the billing that
are not directly related to the process. Examples include; shipping or delivery fees,
employee setup, expedite fees, year end processing (W-2s), etc. The charges can be
defined to automatically default on the billing or being an optional charge that can be
added manually.

For the example below the client has been defined as follows:
Billing is enabled and Customer ID is the same as the Client ID.
There is a standard markup/fee of 4.5%. There is no flat fee per employee and miscellaneous
charges have been setup for Delivery Fee, New Employee Setup Fee and Miscellaneous
Charges.

Miscellaneous Charges can be seen by clicking on the Enter Fees button next to the
Miscellaneous Charges check box. The Always Bill column defines if the charge is

automatically included in each billing cycle. These charges can be modified at the time
of billing.

Feature Tab
The Feature Tab is used to define how client payroll features are to be billed. For this example
the client is being billing in the following manner:
All Wages are billed and have a 4.5% markup applied.
Company portions of all taxes and benefits are to be billed with a 4.5% markup.

The Feature Type column displays each feature currently setup in Maintain - Configuration
The Billable column defines if the specific feature is to be included in the billing process.
The Billable Portions column defines what part of the feature is to be included in the billing
process.
The options are:
Employee Amount - includes the employee amount for billing. This is typically used
for Earnings features. If this option is used on tax features, this option would reduce
any earnings features by the tax amount and show the tax on a separate line.
Company Amount - included only the company amount for billing. This is typically
used for Tax features.
Both - includes both the employee and company amount for billing. This is not typical,
but can be useful when the billing should show both the Employee and Company
amount for tax features. If this option is used employee earnings will be reduced by the
tax amount and included in the billing line for the tax feature.
Employee Amt - Credit - includes the employee amount as a credit back to the client.
Use this option when the amounts are withheld from the employee, but the
client/customer retains the amount for payment. This is typically used for benefit
features such as Health Insurance or 401k where an amount is deducted from the
employee, but the Client will be paying the benefit company directly. This option will
create a separate line in the billing for the credit amount.
Employee Amt - Markup Only - Uses the employee amount for calculating the markup
amount, but only the markup amount is billed.
The Bill Employee Amount in Detail column defines if a separate line is created in the billing
file for this feature. Typically this is checked for all features when the employee amount is
billed.
The Bill Company Amount in Detail column defines if a separate line is created in the billing
file for this feature. Typically this is checked for all features when the company amount is billed.
The Bill Markup Only column defines if only the markup will be billed for this feature. This is
typically used when the payroll checks are being paid from the clients account and not the PEO.
The Billing Product ID column defines which products are linked to the individual feature
amounts.
The Markup % column allows flexibility to define different percentages based on the type of
feature.
The Markup Applies To columns defines what basis is used for the markup.
The Markup Product ID column is used to define which product id to use for billing. It is
recommended to use a different product id for the mark up than is used for the feature. This
gives the most flexibility in invoicing.
Notes about Product IDs
Product IDs can be very useful in defining how information is ultimately grouped and displayed
on the invoice. Care should be used in deciding how to structure product ids for the most
benefit and flexibility for producing different invoice formats.
In the example above, numbers are used to define Product IDs so that grouping and sorting can
easily be accomplished. Gross Wages are given a product ID of 100, taxes - 200, insurance 300, client charges - 400 and markup and fees - 500. With this structure, gross wages can be
grouped and displayed first, taxes second, insurance third and fees last. Granularity of product
ids can be utilized within this construct to create client specific invoices. If a client wants to see
all gross wages separate, a different product id starting with a "1" can be defined and it will be

grouped and sorted on the invoice appropriately. Likewise, with taxes, etc. NOTE: CYMA
personnel can assist in this effort, ensuring proper setup of product ids to meet your needs.
Sample Product ID list:

Financial Overview tab
The Financial Overview tab shows various invoice and payment totals for a client. This tab
provides a quick look at the payroll amounts that have been created for the client, invoices
created in AR and any payments recorded for the client. The View Detail button can be used to
see a detail list, providing a drill down, of AR invoices and payments.

Maintain - Configuration - Frequencies
In Maintain - Configuration is it recommended that an individual frequency or frequencies, be setup
for each client. CYMA recommends the name of the Client be used in the description making it very
easy to identify the client being worked on. This allows for efficient processing of payroll and reports
throughout the system. Payroll Frequencies can be set to automatically calculate the check date
based on the Period End Date or Accounting Date. This prevents errors when printing checks and
entering an incorrect date.
Here is an example of two client frequencies, note that the clients name and frequency type is used in
the description to give the best visibility. An unlimited number of frequencies can be established, so

clients can have multiple frequencies if needed. Note: Since a PEO may have hundreds of clients, it
is very important that a client can be easily identified to make processing efficient.

Maintain - Employees
There are two steps that need to be done:
1. On Maintain Employees - Employee Setup select the correct payroll frequency for the employee
from the drop down list.

2 - On Maintain Employees – Employment Information browse and select the correct Client
ID. Once the employee record is saved the employee is linked to the client.

Enter - Quick Payroll
Payroll detail can come to the PEO in many ways. Clients will want to fax, phone, e-mail or use
CYMA's Employee Self Service Portal (ESS). Regardless of the method, there are three ways to get
data into CYMA for processing; General Import from an Excel or CSV file, manual entry, or import from
ESS.
For manual entry, there are three dialogs; Enter - Time Entry, Enter - Payroll or Enter - Quick Payroll.
The most efficient way to enter payroll manually is using Enter - Quick Payroll.
The Enter - Quick Payroll dialog displays all employees for a particular client in a grid structure that
facilitates quick entry. Once all entries are entered and verified, they can be saved for processing.
Note: default hours can be set for an employees pay feature making entry even faster.

To hide columns from the display, use the User Column functionality.
To hide features from the display, use the Exclude Earnings Feature functionality on the Employee
Criteria tab.
For example, the grid should only show the employee, feature and hours and no employee had any
overtime. After using the Exclude Earnings and User Column Functionality the grid would look like the
below example. This makes data entry much more efficient.

When an employee is selected in the grid, the Client Earnings section will show totals for the client
associated with the selected employee. The total hours and gross pay can be used to verify entry has
been done correctly. Note: the grid displayed above has multiple clients vs. a single client – client
CS0882 has a total of 640 hours.
Process - Steamlined Payroll
The Process - Streamlined Payroll dialog is used to process the entered payroll. This process
creates payroll transactions, prints checks, creates the EFT file, post’s checks to GL, prints reports and
optionally closes the payroll period all in one step. Prior to this step all employee maintenance should
be completed and all entered hours and amounts should have been approved.
This dialog defines all information needed for the complete process:


Print Checks - select the Bank ID, verify the check number and date. The check date
will automatically calculate based on the frequency settings in Maintain Configuration.



Select Printer - A separate printer can be selected to print checks and print reports.
Reports can be printed directly to a file or a PDF printer (if installed) to create PDF files
instead of physically printing reports.



EFT Direct Deposit file - all EFT files are created automatically in the same folder for
ease of uploading to the processor.



Batch Reports - a report batch can be associated with this process and the reports will
print after the checks are printed. An alternate printer can be defined for the reports.



The progress box will display information about the processes being run. Start and
end times will display. The steps in this process are written to a log file for review.

Note: CYMA highly recommends the use of this process to reduce payroll processing time. This
process allows the user to proceed to billing quickly, efficiently and accurately. Since checks
have been printed in this process, they should be held until the billing process is completed and
funds have been confirmed as deposited.
Process - Billing
The Process Billing dialog is used to create an invoice for the clients. Once the billing process is
complete, an invoice and optionally a payment will be created in Accounts Receivable. The Accounts
Receivable module is used to track invoices and payments and includes ledgers and aging reports
needed to properly manage customer accounts.
Billing Criteria tab:
This tab is used to select the clients, employees, pay frequencies, etc. that are to be included in
the billing. The dialog is also used to specify what the data source is for the billing.
The Calc Method options are used to specify the data source. The options are:


Actuals – This option instructs the program to find the qualifying source data
from the payroll check files. This option would be selected if checks have
already been printed. Additional selection criteria of Period End Date, Check
Number and Check Date are added for this option.



Forecast – This option is based on the employee’s default features that match
the features selected on the client and that are setup as “Amount per Period.”
This is typically used for payroll clients that have static payroll amounts. This
can also be used to create an "Estimate" based on default values.



Calculated – This option instructs the program to find the qualifying source
data in the payroll entry files. This option would be selected when transactions
have been created in Process - Calculate Payroll but checks have not been
printed. This option would not be used in conjunction with Process - Streamline
Payroll.



Only Miscellaneous Charges and Fees – This option will bill the
Miscellaneous Charges (drug tests, etc.) and the Flat Fee per Employee
(number of employees calculated or checks printed) only. This option will not
use any payroll transactions in the billing process.

The Included Feature Groups options allow the billing to be further defined to the types of
features to process. For example, if the client is normally billed on earnings and taxes, but for
this invoice only the earnings should be billed, all options should be unchecked except for
earnings.
Billing tab:
The Billing tab shows the calculated results based on your selection criteria and the billing setup
for the clients. Each employee is shown in a separate row of the grid.

By highlighting a single employee in the grid the program will:


Enable the Misc. Charges button - if any miscellaneous charges have been
setup for the associated client. Miscellaneous charges can be viewed,
changed, added or removed.



Enable the Employee Flat Fee button - if any fees have been setup for the
associated client. Fees can be viewed or changed.



Display Invoice Totals for the associated client. The Feature Costs field
shows the total of the Payroll feature amounts and the markup. The Invoice
Total is the sum of the Feature Costs (payroll features and markup), Employee
Flat Fee and Misc. Charges. This is the AR Invoice amount.



Enable the Detail button to view/edit individual feature calculations.

The Detail button will display detail associated with a highlighted employee.
In the detail grid the Hours, Rates, Amounts and Markup % are enabled for override prior to
creating the AR Invoice.
The final steps in the billing process are to print one or more of the Proof reports for final
verification of amounts and create the AR Invoice records by pressing the Create Invoice button.
Accounts Receivable processes:
Process - Generate/Print Invoices
Once the Invoices are generated by Payroll Process Billing, the invoices should be printed or emailed to the client. The Process - Generate/Print Invoices in Accounts Receivable is used to

either print or e-mail invoices. If e-mail is selected as an option, the primary e-mail address on
the customer record will be used.

Process - Post Invoices to AR
This process will post the invoices to the AR module and post any payments included on the
invoices. In addition, an EFT file will be created with payments for clients that have been
configured for EFT processing. This file can be uploaded to any third party processor that
accepts a NACHA file for AR transactions.

